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About This Game

Murder is a short story about the intersection of morality and sentience, told in the form of a point and click adventure.

Over its memorable twenty to thirty minute playtime, Murder takes players on a journey through a near-future Tokyo, following
the actions of Lieutenant Motomeru Minori of the Tokyo Metropolitan Police on an unusual and dangerous case, in a story that

explores the intersection of morality and sentience in a future where both have become commodities.

Features:

 Engaging environmental storytelling and confident cinematic flair, equally inspired by the works of Fullbright and
Blendo Games

 Setting that presents fresh ideas while also paying homage to pioneers such as Masumune Shirow, Katsuhiro Otomo and
Neal Stephenson

 Experimental point & click style, partway between the classic form and a more minimal, streamlined one

 Incredibly detailed cyberpunk world with expertly-crafted pixel art graphics

 Rich and varied cast with full voice acting
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 Dynamic score by KubrixXx spanning noisehop, neo-classical, and ambient styles

 Support for mouse, keyboard, and gamepad
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Title: Murder
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Peter Moorhead
Publisher:
CDP
Release Date: 21 Oct, 2015
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Unnecessary.. I can recommend this Nancy Drew games because it's a Nancy Drew game, but it might be the worst of them. Try
literally any other Nancy Drew first.

This game tries to go for realism by making Nancy less conspicuous by making her do daily tasks of cooking and cleaning.
Neither is interesting or adds anything meaningful to gameplay. More frustrating though is that you have to do these "daily
tasks" every day...and the amount you are able to accomplish each day is super limited because of how fast time moves (or
rather, because time gets eaten up whenever you move). Maybe it would work well if you had more things to do in the game, but
ultimately the game feels very short, not particularly interesting, and very repetitive.

On top of those perhaps forgivable sins, this falls into all the traps of the worst Nancy Drew games. Some of the puzzles make
no logical sense to exist, there are objects hidden that have no logical reason to be where they are, and the mystery has minimal
deduction.

In this game's defense, near the end of the game you are told you no longer have to do your daily cooking and at the same
moment there are plenty of tasks for you to accomplish that had previously been gated, so the end is still good. And there is a
wolf! And while the wolf is a fun part of the game, the wolf isn't used for anything particularly clever or challenging, so even
that unique element feels underdeveloped.

I still liked the game, but please play a different Nancy Drew game first.. This is a quick RPG that hits a lot of the good notes
you'd expect: cogent story, alright combat system, building up strength...

However, the game has a number of issues. The combat is fine, but not well polished or thought-out. It's great to be able to avoid
enemies, but the collision detection doesn't match the graphics. There is no apparent "ambush" mechanic, so engaging an enemy
from behind gives no noticeable benefit. Later in the game, fights always include long stretches where you are just watching
enemies attack over and over again between each of your actions. There is no leveling up, so your incremental growth comes
from looting better items or grinding money to buy hp\/stam\/weapon\/magic\/armor upgrades.

It is not clear when the game actually ends. There appears to be a main quest which, once completed, does not grant the
traditional ending screen\/sequence. You can complete side quests after finishing the main quest, but there are a number of
areas alluded to in the game which do not seem to be included.

Powerful weapons\/magic feel more clunky than strong. The stamina-based combat system is not very forgiving of the "level 5"
items and spells which use up most of a maxed out stamina bar. That means you only get one use per turn which doesn't always
rate well compared to weaker, lower-stamina options which can be spammed.

All in all, I enjoyed the game with some frustrations (like the game randomly crashing). It would have been great if the combat
system was more polished and the leveling system was friendlier to players who want to power up multiple members of the
party.. Turret Architect is Hand Down one of the best "Cookie Clicker" Games I Have ever Played. At first glance it may not
seem "Amazing" but take my word for it, This game is dope if your into A Cookie Clickers, And also, YOu dont even have to
click that much, You set up a spawner and a turret once and your set, Expand From ther. Now if you Are thinking about buying
this game Then do so, If your the type of person to download games from other websites, Then even still, Buy this game if you
think it would fit your style of gameplay. Trust me Its worth $2.99 and I Think in all honesty, Buy it now before the gmae devs
realize its worth about $2 more then what there selling it for, It should be a $5 Game but they are selling it $2 Cheaper and if
you ask me $2 can add up.

Just to recap, Turret Architect is a Cookie Clicker style of game, Click and kill Mobs (In this case they are colored blocks) and
buy turrets and spawners, Upgrade those turrets and spawners to get Maxed out on upgrades then Reset when you feel a little
bored and do it all over again. Good Game, Nice Concept, Cheap, Simple, Family Friendly, And much More

98\/100 -Lack of Instructions (Tutorial would be nice on what every "Object" Does. I for one was Confused on what some of
then did.). This DLC appears to have caused a virus in my computer, so when it works it's amazing; but it rarely does so - I can't
really recommend it.. TL:DR Not good or bad. A pretty average eroge.
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I pretty much ticks all the boxes and is decent for an eroge. I definitely plays things safe. It's not extreme in anyway. Middling
story with not much drama nor surprising twists. No glaring plot holes and all the heroines get pretty much equal screen time to
flesh out their backstories (technically Nene gets more but so much of her 2nd route is rehashed it doesn't seem like that much
more to me). It plays the true love conquerors all card a bit heavy handedly but I suppose that's par for the course. It's sprinkled
with a little humor and thankfully doesn't stick to repeating gags that get annoying. I felt that the sprites lacked in variation with
most characters and I didn't like the lazy designs of some of the clothing. The CGs are pretty solid but there's not a ton of them.
The h-scenes are pretty tame in general.

So why recommend it? Well, for better or worse it kept my interest and I did a 100% playthru. Tbh there are a fair number of
VNs I never finish. I can't really comment on the accuracy of the translation but there at least wasn't any glaring errors in the
english and I don't recall any spelling errors. This was the first Yuzusoft game I've played. I'd be up for more in the future.. 
PROS:
Geat music.
Nice graphics.
Good level design.
100% achievements.
Controller support.
Easy gameplay.
Different character skins.

CONS:
Short.
No checkpoints.
Some level are hard to win.

▂▃▅▇█ Final judgement: 85/100 █▇▅▃▂
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Probably the best DLC for falllout 4. A brand new area with a strange but captivating atmosphere. Unlike the other DLC's this
one has a good storyline, that is probably because Valentine is involved in the main quest. In my opinion he was the most
interesting character in the base game. Some side quests are quite good too, so I can definitely recommend this one.. quot;hey
since we have both americans in rising storm and germans in ro2, why don't we have a western-front mod?"

-also includes the british so you can use brens and stens to fight the staxis powers. This game was an awkward experience...

Echoes of the Fey Episode 0: The immolation is a visual novel + exploration game that's similar to that of PRICE, except it doesn't
focus on horror. The narrative focuses on Sofya, who works as a prison guard that looks after a creepy vampire-like elf that acts
like the typical "THE END IS NEAR" guy in a super creepy manner and a black elf (No...I don't mean "Dark Elf" like a Drow, I
mean "Black Elf"...with dreadlocks) while talking with her *ss of a co-worker. (Kinda' surprised she banged him...and every other
officer in her region) After a series of events, she goes from being a lazy guard to having some growth as a character.

The art style, animation, and voice acting is the most awkward part of the experience and could be better. The voice-acting is
sprinkled in at random points rather than the whole game. Though the artstyle is rather displeasing, I can forgive it since it feels
fitting later on. The top of the walking animation could use some refinement as the top of the protagonist's head cuts off at times.

The music, backgrounds, and areas of exploration feel well done and fit the aesthetic of the game's narrative, which makes the
game feel a bit pleasant, though while mixed with the negatives, it leads to an awkward feeling.

The narrative itself starts slow and dull, but picks up when the game hits its climax (a certain injury..not gonna spoil), where the
main character shows some growth and evolves with the story. There are a few options, but aside from the purpose of
achievements, they don't really affect the ending or any other options...except for a bare few which may increase the time you
spend playing this. (Again, not gonna spoil)

Although Echoes of the Fey Episode 0: The immolation was an awkward experience, it can't be knocked for what it is by the end of
the day...a demo AND a prequel. With the goal of roping a potential group of consumers to purchase additional chapters of the
story, it works quite well. Though there are areas where it could be improved. This free experience should take you about 2 hours if
you're to read all routes...but then again, I'm a slow reader.

6.5\/10 The story of a sex-crazed drunk guard in need of a little polishing here and there.. Good game simple advanced form of "
Risk"type strategy. Hitting first gives advantage etc so encourages aggressive play right from start.

To Devs if they still working on this.

 AI needs work charges an artillery unit towards 3 heavy tanks..... bad plan.

 AI units dont seem to want to take neutral cities for their own benifit.

I suppose good AI is hard to do but if the AI was better I would be happier as I have no friends.

Unit skill advancement be good Veteran units in war are what wins them.

Terrain defense bonus be good not sure if that is in game.

There probably endless things that could make the game better but the simplicity of the game is good as it stands and im sure you
know all this already any way.. Nice little game. Good play, graphics, and pretty challenging. Loads and runs perfectly,. I Didnt
really like it, the story and the game itself arent really good, the grapics are dope tho!, if it had more story and more game content,
it would be cool.
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